A nonintrusive three-dimensional trap for microscopic particles in a liquid is described. The trap is based on acoustic radiation forces in an ultrasonic confocal standing-wave cavity. Experiments at 11 MHz demonstrate the concept and verify the theoretically calculated forces. Theoretical calculations for higher-frequency systems indicate a significant potential for low-rms-displacement trapping of submicrometer particles, making the trap suitable for nonintrusive scanning near-field optical microscopy. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonintrusive manipulation of microscopic particles using, e.g., single-beam optical traps, have important applications in biological and physical research. However, in many applications the optical trapping beam perturbs the studied object making traps based on alternative methods useful. In the present article the properties of an ultrasonic confocal standing-wave cavity for three-dimensional nonintrusive trapping and manipulation is investigated.
Macroscopic particles may be nonintrusively positioned and manipulated by several methods.' For microscopic particles "optical tweezers," or more correctly the single-beam gradient force optical trap,* has proven of great value for physical and biological research. Particles are trapped close to the focus of strongly focused laser beam as a result of the scattering and gradient forces due to optical radiation pressure. Using this trap, dielectric particles in the size range from tens of nanometers to tens of micrometers have been trapped. Furthermore, the trapping and manipulation of live viruses, cells, and subcellular organisms have been demonstrated,'." yielding information on, e.g., cell motility. ' We use the optical trap to nonintrusively position a 50-100 nm particle which acts as the microscopic light source in a new type of scanning near-field optical microscope.6 Nearfield microscopes7 have obtained an order-of-magnitude better resolution than the conventional diffraction limit by scanning a microscopic light source in close proximity to the studied object. However, the positioning of the microscopic probe requires mechanical access to the studied object making studies of, e.g., biological object with rough surfaces or intervening membranes difficult. Using a nonintrusively positioned probe, such as the optically trapped microscopic light source, eliminates this restriction. Here the scattered or frequency-doubled light from the spatially well-defined trapped particle is used for the scanning microscopy. However, the optical trap requires transparent particles for the trapping, reducing the choice of probe materials. Furthermore, the maximum optical trapping power, and thus the forces on the trapped particle, are limited by the optical damage threshold of the studied object. For biological samples this threshold is approximately 100 mW of IR laser power.8 Finally, should the studied object have significant optical ab-"Electronic mail: hertz@lucas.lu.se sorption at the wavelength of the trapping laser beam, thermally induced turbulence makes the trapping unstable resulting in loss of the particle. Thus, it would be favorable to trap the microscopic light source by a nonoptical process to extend the applicability of the method.
Although trapping with a single focused acoustic beam in principle is possible,' standing-wave fields provide much larger trapping forces on microscopic particles. Standing acoustic waves have long been used to levitate and trap macroscopic objects. The theory of acoustic levitation and trapping is well understood. to," The method has been applied for studies of surface tension in mm-sized liquid drops,'* shape oscillations and deformations in 100 pm droplets and biological cells,13 and mechanical properties of micron-sized biological material such as red blood cells.14 These experiments typically used a closed-cylinder levitation vial and frequencies from kHz up to a few 100 kHz.
In the present article an acoustic trap based on a standing-wave confocal ultrasonic cavity in liquid is described. By using focused transducers, micron-sized particles are three-dimensionally trapped in the velocity antinodes of the standing-wave acoustic field. We describe demonstration experiments at 11 MHz and compare the measured trapping forces with theory. Due to the large forces, this trap is an potential alternative to the optical trap used in nonintrusive scanned near-field optical microscopy if extended to higher acoustic frequencies.15 Furthermore, the acoustic standingwave trap would allow absorbing objects such as fluorescent spheres to be used at probe particles, since the trapping and detection processes are decoupled.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
We consider here the forces of a standing-wave acoustic field on an rigid sphere. The derivations below follow Refs. 10 and 11. For a qualitative understanding it is useful to think of the acoustic radiation force as resulting from the gradient in an acoustic Bernoulli pressure. Thus, the sphere is trapped in the velocity antinodes of the standing-wave field. For an incompressible sphere considerably smaller than the acoustic wavelength, a more detailed analysis of the net acoustic trapping force F in the axial z direction of a standing-wave acoustic field results in"
(1) Here B =3(& 1)/(2S+ l), where S=plpo and p and po are the density of the sphere and the liquid, respectively, V is the particle volume, F and fi are the second-order approximations to the time-averaged kinetic and potential energy densities, respectively. These energy densities may be written
and U=p*(z,t)/2pc& where u(z,t) is the particle velocity, p(z,r) is the acoustic pressure, and co is the speed of sound in the liquid. Thus, the force is proportional to the gradient of the intensity I, of the acoustic beam via ~,=p*(z,wpoCo.
In the axial direction the acoustic pressure amplitude may be written p(z,r) = P, cos(k,z)cos( ml). Here P, is the peak acoustic pressure amplitude and k, is the wave vector 2rr/X, where h is the acoustic wavelength. Thus, from Eq. (1) and following Ref. 10, the axial force F, is (2)
In the experiments described below we use a confocal ultrasonic cavity as outlined in Fig. 1 . In order to evaluate the three-dimensional trapping stability, the acdustic forces in both the axial and the radial directions must be determined. In the radial direction in the focal plane we assume that 2Ji(Cr) P(rJ)=Pa Cr ___ cos( wr), due to plane-wave diffraction from a circular transducer. The constant C is determined experimentally from measurements of the Rayleigh range, i.e., the distance between the maximum and the first zero of p( r,r). Thus, in analogy with the derivation of Eq. (2), the radial force F, is given by
The theoretical results are compared with experiments in the following section. Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement. Two leadzirconate titanate focusing transducer bowls were mounted in a confocal arrangement in a water cell. For the 11 MHz experiments the transducer diameter and focusing radius were 10 and 22 mm, respectively. The distance between the transducers was 44 mm. Each transducer was backed with a damping materialt6 in order to suppress reflections. When the trap is in operation, the two transducers are parallel coupled and simultaneously driven by a rf amplifier resulting in a standing-wave pattern. The cavity is aligned by exciting only one transducer and maximizing the incident pressure amplitude on the other transducer.
In order to compare the experimental results with theory, the absolute acoustic pressure amplitude profile in the focal region must be known. The radial profile was determined by scanning a knife edge through the focus,17 yielding a Rayleigh range of 400520 pm. The knife-edge signal shape compared well with the assumption of a J,(Cr)lCr radial profile, resulting in C=O.O095 pm-'. The average acoustic pressure amplitude in the focal region was measured with a 1-mm-diam calibrated hydrophone'6 with an absolute accuracy of 550%. The amplitude from the two focused transducers differed -5%. From these measurements the peak acoustic pressure amplitude and intensity of the standingwave field in the focus of the confocal cavity was calculated.
Due to the slight difference in efficiency of the transducers, the two counterpropagating waves to do not form a perfect standing-wave acoustic field. Despite careful alignment a small residual propagating acoustic wave is present around the beam axis. Furthermore, small imperfections in the emitted acoustic spatial profiles result in low-intensity propagating acoustic waves outside the focal area. These propagating waves produce acoustic streaming, which obviously is detrimental when trapping microscopic objects. In principle, perfectly matched and identical transducers should eliminate this problem. The effect of the streaming on the trapped particles was practically eliminated by introducing two thin-film (2 pm) plastic windows at the focal region. The 5-mm-diam windows were separated by 1.5 mm. The attenuation by the windows was negligible.
The trapping was studied by dispersing glass spheres with a nominal average diameter of 2.1 pm (Duke Scientific Co.) in the water. Figure 2 shows a microscope photograph of the trapped particles around the focal region when illuminated by a HeNe laser. The acoustic windows have been removed for clarity. In order obtain a clear photo, high particle concentration and a long accumulation time were used. This results in many particles in each trap. The distance between the traps is approximately -70 pm (M2). The flat structure of each band is due to the larger forces in the axial z direction than the radial direction (see below).
Measurements of the trapping force were performed by two methods: gravitational escape and viscous drag escape. In these experiments care was taken to inject only one particle in the central trap. A particle-water mixture is injected toward the central trap using a OS-mm-diam syringe directed toward the focus. With a reasonably high particle concentration in the injected fluid, the probability for trapping a par- tick is .high. Still the residual concentration of particles in the water cell is very low resulting in a small probability for collecting many particlcs in the trap during the experiment. Often, particles :~ccumulate in more than one trap. Many of the traps may he emptied by lowering the acoustic power, thereby lowering the trapping force below the trapping threshold in the regions outside the focus.
In the first m&hod. the trapping force in the vertical z direction was measured using gravitational escape. A particle was stably tr~~ppetl at high acoustic power and then the power was lowered to allow escape of the particle due to gravitation. For the 2.1 pm lyarticles, the gravitational escape occurs at P,=O.OlS hlPa icorresponding to -0.07 W/cm* total intensity). which corresponds to 0.09 pN according to Eq. (2). This compares well with the gravitational force on the particle. which is 0.07 pN, given the manufacturer's density data (2.42 g/cm3) and compensating for the buoyancy due to the water. CWith 8 pm glass spheres the gravitational escape occurred at the same acoustic intensity. This is reasonable since both the gravitational force and the acoustic trapping force are proportional to the particle volume.
In the second method, a viscous drag force is applied to the particle by translating the water cell and the windows at constant speed relative to the transducers, thereby determining the radial forces. For this purpose the water cell was mounted on a smooth ball-bearing slide and coupled to a dc motor. The viscous drag force is assumed to be F,i,,=6 qwu, were v is the viscosity 9f water, LZ is the particle radius, and J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 78 u the speed. By increasing the speed until the particle escapes from the trap, the trapping force is determined. Figure  3 depicts the trapping force for the 2.1 -pm-diam particles as a function of the acoustic intensity in the axial region of the standing-wave acoustic field. Each data point represents 3-5 measurements. The dashed line represents a linear regression fit -to the data. The trapping force is clearly a linear function of the intensity and, thus, a linear function of the the square of the acoustic pressure amplitude as discussed in Sec. II. However, the theoretically calculated forces using Eq. (3) results in a factor 4 smaller forces than the experimentally determined forces. This is clearly a larger error than the t50% accuracy in the acoustic pressure amplitude calibration would produce. Probably the discrepancy is due to the relatively wide size distribution of the glass spheres. Upon microscope inspection there are significant amounts of spheres with a diameter of 4 pm and a few with 5 pm. Since the trapping force is proportional to particle volume, these larger spheres are more easily trapped and also require higher speed to be pulled out of the trap in the drag experiments. The theory agrees well with experiments if one assumes that 4 pm spheres are present in the trap. This is a reasonable explanation given the relatively high abundance of this size range. In a final experiment to test alternative uses of the trap, red blood cells were stably trapped at peak pressures as low as 0.01 MPa. Clearly, these are not to be considered rigid nor spheres making comparison with theory difficult. However, the result indicates the possibility to manipulate biological objects much the same way as is done with the single-beam optical gradient force trap. As pointed out in Sec. I, acoustic manipulation may have distinctive advantages compared to optical, especially with respect to laser damage on materials which exhibit significant optical absorption.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section the applicability of the acoustic trap for high-resolution trapped particle optical microscopy (TPOM)6 is discussed. This scanned near-field optical microscope (SNOM) allows nonintrusive studies of hitherto inaccessible ' objects as pointed out in Sec. I. Currently, our TPOM system is based on single optically trapped 50-100 nm particles.
Like in any SNOM, the resolution of the TPOM is determined by several factors, but is ultimately limited by the size of the microscopic probe which is scanned in close proximity to the studied object. In TPOM the effective size of the optical probe is its physical size convolved with its rms displacement in the trap due to Brownian motion. Below, the acoustical trap is compared to the optical with respect to resolution and other factors.
The particle's average position is determined by the velocity antinodes of the standing-wave field. Calculations of particle diffusion (Brownian motion) may be performed assuming that the acoustic trap is a harmonic potential well. For the small displacements (<X/10) of interest in this study, the force in Eq. (1) is essentially a linear function of the displacement from the equilibrium position, making the assumption reasonable. For a one-dimensional harmonic potential well in the axial z direction, the rms displacement is18 q)=lh%zz (4) where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and Mo2 the force constant of the harmonic oscillator. At the equilibrium position the force constant dF,ldz is 2k F ?. z,Irnax~ where F,,,, is the maximum of F, given by Eq. (2). For the radial r direction, the force constant dF,ldr is calculated from Eq. (3). Naturally, the current 11 MHz trap is not suitable for TPOM due to its large probe size (-2 pm). Trapping smaller particles with low rms displacement requires higher force constants. This may be achieved by using GHz frequency transducers coupled to sapphire acoustic lenses. Such components are commercially available with, e.g., numerical aperture NA=0.77, for acoustic microscopy." Typically such transducers may produce an average acoustic intensity of 100 W/cm2 without damaging living cells.20 From Eqs. (2) and (4) it may be calculated that a confocal cavity of two such lenses separated, e.g., 80 pm, and operated at 1 GHz with 1000 W/cm2 (1:lO duty cycle) will result in a rms displacement in the z direction of -15 nm for 60-nm-diameter glass particles. In the radial r direction the force constant for the NA=0.77 objective is smaller resulting in a rrns displacement approximately twice that of the z direction. Higher acoustic intensities naturally produces smaller displacements.
The rms displacements calculated for the GHz ultrasonic trap compare favorably with similar calculations for the optical trap. In the optical trap the forces are determined by the scattering and gradient electromagnetic forces. As described in Ref. 6, optical trapping of a 60-nm-diam, n-2 dielectric particle results in a rms displacement of 30-60 nm, assuming an optical power of 100 mW at 1.06 pm wavelength. The advantage of the ultrasonic trap may be even larger, since nonlinear effects in the focal region may result in even higher force constants due to sharper focusing of the harmonics.21
A potential problem with the high acoustic intensities is that turbulence is induced by acoustic streaming, resulting in instability of the trapping. Such turbulence was observed in the 11 MHz experiment above, and eliminated by introducing windows around the trapping region. However, in the GHz case the small separation between the transducers and a sample holder positioned between the transducers (typically a few tens of pm distances) should help quench the turbulence. Assuming, for simplicity, that all the acoustic power is absorbed in the water between the acoustic lenses and that the emitted power from the two transducers is made equal within 0.1% and, the minimum turbulence length scale (Kolgomorov scale) is on the order of 10 prnT2 Thus, the energy in eddies with smaller radii will be strongly reduced due to viscous losses while eddies with larger size scale are damped by the transducers and sample holders.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A confocal standing-wave ultrasonic trap suitable for high spatial resolution positioning of microscopic particles is described. In an 11 MHz demonstration experiment the theoretically calculated trapping forces are experimentally verified. Extending the results to GHz frequencies results in very small rms displacement trapping of nm-sized particles. Compared to the single-beam gradient force optical trap, the acoustic trap described here features smaller rms displacement due to Brownian motion. Furthermore, it extends the applicability of high-spatial-resolution trapping to new types of materials, e.g., absorbing or reflecting particles as compared to the optical trap, which generally requires transparent particles. When applied to nonintrusive near-field optical microscopy, the acoustic trap has the advantage over the optical trap that acoustic waves are used for the trapping and optical waves for the detection, thereby decoupling the trapping and detection system allowing a more flexible design of the microscope.
